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ROAD TRAFFIC (ADMINISTRATION) BILL 2007 
Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from 19 March. 
Clause 90: Terms used in this Division — 
Debate was interrupted after the clause had been partly considered. 
Mr M.J. COWPER: The member for Leschenault put an interesting argument to the house yesterday. Although 
I do not agree entirely with what he has proposed, he made a point that I think needs further investigation. I think 
it relates to when this legislation was drafted in 2000, and a matter that he believes strongly was misinterpreted 
when the legislation was rolled out that had been introduced by the then Ministers Cowan and Prince. The 
National Party members were of the view that some photographic evidence would be required to enable 
prosecution. I agree with the minister’s view that, if that were the case, photographs from red light cameras 
would be null and void and, as a result, create dangerous situations on our roads. That is why I cannot support 
the member for Leschenault’s proposed amendment. Notwithstanding that, there is an opportunity for the 
member to read into Hansard what was discussed at that point in time. If he still feels so passionate about it, he 
can introduce an amendment by way of a private member’s bill. The Liberal Party will not support the 
amendment. I ask that, in the absence of my former colleague, the clause be put.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: The legislation requires there to be photographic evidence. No infringement is sent 
out without photographic evidence. However, the photographic evidence does not require there to be a 
photograph of an identifiable human face. It requires that there is something to base the infringement on. In the 
vast majority of these cases the identifiable information is the numberplate. That is a requirement in the 
legislation. I do not know whether all of the now opposition, then in government, members were asleep when 
that bill was passed. As has been quoted, the government strongly supported it. This party is consistent; it 
supports stuff when it is in opposition and continues to support it in government, unlike many members opposite 
who flip-flop around. They take one position in government and then backtrack. The provisions in the legislation 
on this matter are very clear—photographic evidence is required. It is sent out, but, invariably, that photographic 
evidence is of a numberplate and, where possible, it has an identifiable photograph. Photographs will not always 
be identifiable because some people will be wearing motorbike helmets and some people might be wearing a 
hijab, or because of the weather or the time of day. Red-light camera photographs are, of necessity, taken from 
behind the vehicle, so it is not possible for the driver to be identified. I urge members to actually apply a little bit 
of thought process to debating this legislation. There is no mistake that photographic evidence has always been 
required. That is what everyone agreed when this legislation was passed by Parliament in 2000. If in certain 
circumstances photographic evidence identifies a face, that is sent out as well, but that will not always be the 
case for all the reasons I have set out.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: I do not take issue with the photographic evidence, as some members may have done; I 
am concerned that the minister and her colleagues in cabinet—her government—have been saying for the past 
seven years that they will make sure that motorcycle licence plates are placed at the front rather than only at the 
back of bikes. The argument made many years ago was that registration plates at the front of bikes are dangerous 
if a bike is involved in an accident. I accept the difficulties of obtaining an identifiable photograph if the number 
plate is curved in the same shape as the front mudguard, as it used to be very often. However, these days there is 
nothing wrong with a registration plate being placed at the front of the bike; it could be made of biodegradable 
material that would not inflict any extra injuries on a person in an accident. It would be a clear signal to those 
lunatics who drive at excessive speeds and make extremely rude gestures to speed cameras to slow down. I am 
not too bothered about photographic evidence but I am concerned about the behaviour of irresponsible, stupid 
motorcyclists who ride their bikes at excessive speeds knowing they will not be caught because an additional 
Multanova camera is not situated at every camera designation to enable rear-view photographs to be taken. The 
minister is responsible for a large part of this area; when is she going to personally do something about it? 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: I am not actually responsible for this area; nevertheless I am happy to reply. I have a 
very big workload, and this is not part of it.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Are you responsible for infringement notices being sent?  

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: No. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Is that not in any way, shape or form? 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: No.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: However, the minister is responsible for demerit points.  
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Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: No. I do not know how many times I have to explain to you, there is a Minister 
Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, who is a full minister, not a parliamentary secretary.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: She is assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: No; her title is Minister Assisting the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: We know the reason for that is that the minister has a dreadful driving record.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: It has nothing to do with it.  

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Yes it does; that is why that area was taken away from the minister. The minister knows 
that, but she still has a responsibility as a minister of this government to try to ensure that — 

Dr G.G. Jacobs: Anomaly. 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON: It is not an anomaly  

The minister, as a minister of this government, has a responsibility to try to ensure that road users who abuse the 
road rules on motorbikes in particular are caught, but they are not being caught because there are not enough 
Multanova cameras to take photographs of the rear view of motorcycles.  

I do not have a problem with owner-onus legislation; I have been a supporter of it for a long time. However, I 
have a problem with a government, of which the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure is a part, that has been 
sitting on its hands when it should be doing something about stupid, irresponsible motorcyclists who travel at 
excessive speeds and cause accidents. I would like the minister to respond and explain what she as a minister in 
this government will do about it.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I will clarify the situation. The position of Minister Assisting the Minister for 
Planning and Infrastructure taking responsibility for licences was introduced after the last election in 2005 in 
order to more equally distribute the workload.  

Mr R.F. Johnson: Another minister, the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, dealt with that before.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I had responsibility for licensing up until 2005. After the 2005 election, fortunately, 
I was able to hand that over to the minister assisting.  

Mr R.F. Johnson: Exactly—assisting.  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: That is the title, but it does not in any way, shape or form mean that person is not a 
full minister. It is no different from when Mr Graham Kierath was the Minister Assisting the Treasurer. He had 
certain defined ministerial responsibilities that he was directly responsible for, although his title was minister 
assisting. There has been a Minister Assisting the Minister for Public Sector Management who had direct 
ministerial responsibility. I have tried to explain that this has been the situation since 2005. We have gone over it 
time and again. Although there were ministers assisting when the Liberal Party was in government, its members 
have not actually been able to grasp the concept. As I say, we made a decision in a reallocation of portfolios in 
2005 in order to spread the workload.  

Mr R.F. Johnson: You are still a member of a collective cabinet. What are you going to do about it in your role 
as minister responsible for transport?  

Dr J.M. WOOLLARD: Yesterday I was a bit surprised at the minister’s tirade because I do actually listen to 
what the government has to say. Depending on what the government says, I cross the floor occasionally. I think 
that a lot of the minister’s comments yesterday were very reasonable about the reasons that the photographic 
evidence could not have a clear and identifiable image. However, in relation to the photographic evidence, many 
of the cameras are in fact behind the intersections, because traditionally that is what the technology allowed. 
Technology now allows cameras to be put at the front of intersections, so we could have clearer photographic 
evidence in the future. The community is often very unhappy with some of the legislation which has been 
introduced and which I have supported to improve road safety. The minister knows that I have supported that 
legislation. However, because of the social contract that the government has with the community, I believe that 
the government should be doing its best to be accountable to the community. Maybe the government does not 
have the funds to move the cameras now, but it would be nice if the government gave a commitment that in the 
future it would try to ensure that the photographic evidence had a clear and identifiable image, because that 
would save the situation that was explained in the house by the member for Leschenault, who had been sent 
several photographs in which we could not see who the person was. 

The member for Hillarys raised the issue of motorcycles. I was very concerned when the comment was made 
yesterday about motorcycles going through the suburbs at high speeds. I went to my office and looked on the 
internet. In the United Kingdom, there are front and back licence plate numbers on motorcycles. I know that 
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from when I lived there several decades ago. Unfortunately, I have just rushed into the chamber for this debate, 
so I do not have a copy of a relevant paper with me. However, I know that one of the motorcycle associations 
wrote to the government in Victoria last year complaining because VicRoads was putting a proposition to the 
government that there should be front and rear numberplates on motorcycles. We have had problems in the past. 
I do not know how many years ago it was, but there was a very nasty accident involving a motorcycle that had a 
front numberplate. Again, technology has improved, and I think that there should be numberplates on the front 
and the back of motorcycles. I use the freeway several times a week. I cannot remember overtaking a 
motorcycle, but I can assure the minister that motorcycles overtake me. Almost every day I use the freeway, and 
I abide by the proper speed limit, but motorcycles overtake my vehicle all the time. Yes, that accident in WA 
many years ago was a terrible one, and I feel very sorry for the family who was affected by that accident. 
However, since that time, I wonder how many people have been killed in motorcycle accidents. If we had had 
improved technology and had been able to maybe photograph the front and back numberplates on motorcycles, 
those motorcyclists might not have been so keen on speeding. I was shocked when the minister said that some 
people travel through the suburbs at more than 200 kilometres an hour. I have not seen that. However, I have 
seen them driving very fast on the freeway. I think it is terrible that that situation is occurring. I ask the 
government to look at what VicRoads is doing in Victoria. If Victoria has already started to move towards 
having numberplates on the front and the back of motorcycles, let us beat them to it and let us prevent some of 
these accidents from happening. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I understand from the police that they are now looking at technology that will 
enable Multanovas to take photographs from the back and the front, and they believe that that will provide the 
solution to the problem. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 91 to 123 put and passed. 

Clause 124: Compensation orders for damage to road infrastructure in consequence of MDLR offences — 
Mr M.J. COWPER: I will not harp on about the rest of this bill for much longer. However, I want to make a 
comment more than anything else. This is the provision that has been brought over from the national compliance 
and enforcement legislation. It deals with compensation orders for damage to road infrastructure in consequence 
of a mass, dimension or loading requirement offence. All I want to say is that when I was a police officer and I 
went around my police subdistrict, it concerned me to see the number of tyre marks on roads. In particular, when 
I closely examined some of those tyre marks—there was oil on the road and a lot of heat was generated from the 
rear wheels of the vehicle—I found that damage had been caused to the road surface. I always felt that it was 
unfortunate that we could not ascertain who had committed the offence, because by making those marks, those 
people had caused damage to the road surface. This provision deals with the consequence of causing damage to 
infrastructure. I have in front of me a definition of what the infrastructure may be. It includes trees and virtually 
anything that is a public asset. 

I want to flag, and have it recorded in Hansard, that I believe there should also be a provision under the Road 
Traffic Act that a compensation order could be applied to any person, not just as a consequence of an MDLR 
offence. Anyone who wilfully drives in a manner likely to cause damage to road infrastructure should be liable 
to pay compensation for doing so. There are certain circumstances in which that can be done, but it does not 
apply to hoons or to a person who comes under the provisions of section 60 or 61 of the act. I simply wanted to 
flag that. That is something that I feel is lacking and that could benefit and strengthen this legislation. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I wonder whether the member has looked at clause 131, because that clause appears 
to me to do precisely what the member says should be done. It is a general provision and not limited to the 
MDLR provisions. It states — 

Each responsible person for a vehicle is jointly and severally liable in damages to a road authority for 
any expense or loss incurred by that road authority because of damage to road infrastructure caused by, 
or happening as a result of — 

(a) the use of the vehicle on a road; 

It goes on. I think clause 131 does precisely what the member wanted. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 125 to 166 put and passed. 

Postponed clause 26: Production of identification — 
The clause was postponed on 18 March. 
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Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I move — 

Page 24, lines 8 to 10 — To delete the lines. 

This amendment is an attempt to respond to a concern expressed by the member for Leschenault that a warden 
should be required to show identification before engaging in enforcement activities. We have sought to include 
some provisions that hopefully will ensure that a warden, as soon as is reasonably practicable, will show 
identification to the person who is the subject of the enforcement activities. The current legislation provides that 
the warden must show his identification upon request. However, we are going one step further and providing that 
the warden must show his identification at the outset. 

Mr M.J. COWPER: I would like some clarification about this amendment that has been moved by the minister. 
Is it available for members to look at? 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: It is on the notice paper and I also handed out an explanatory sheet to the Clerk and 
asked that it be circulated. It is very hard to follow the logic of it otherwise. I did that yesterday when I handed 
up the amendments to be put on the notice paper. 

Mr M.J. COWPER: Is the amendment in the current notice paper? 

Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan: Yes, but unfortunately the document that explains how it would read has gone missing. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: That is on a manuscript on the computer system and so is unavailable at this point. 

Mr M.J. COWPER: It is pretty hard to take a position when there is no explanation of the amendment. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I have just given an explanation of the amendment, which is on the notice paper. As 
I said, I asked the Clerk if he could circulate with the amendments another document that would show how the 
legislation would read. Effectively, the amendments on the notice paper, taken as a whole, introduce a 
requirement for a warden to show his identification as soon as is reasonably practical. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: I also advise that explanatory information is not provided in the notice paper. 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: If I had been told that the Clerks could not do it, I would have handed it out myself. 

Amendment put and passed. 
Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I move — 

Page 24, line 14 — To insert after “power” —  

for MDLR compliance purposes 

The reason we are doing this is there are all sorts of wardens, including lollipop persons, but no-one is 
suggesting that we should require lollipop persons to show identification before they start exercising their 
powers. 

Mr M.J. Cowper: What were the words you just mentioned? 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: On the notice paper the words to be inserted are “for an MDLR offence”. The 
advice is that the better wording is “for MDLR compliance purposes” because it does not necessarily concern an 
offence. A warden could be undertaking a routine random check. If this provision were required to be complied 
with only when an offence was being committed, that would not go far enough. We would be quite happy either 
way, but this provision is probably broader than the original and so we will use it for compliance purposes. 
Amendment put and passed. 
Leave granted for the amendments to be considered together. 
Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I move — 

Page 24, line 15 — To delete “comply with a request to”. 

Page 24, line 16 — To delete “comply with a reasonable request to”. 

Page 24, line 19 — To delete “comply with a request to”. 

Page 24, lines 26 to 29 — To delete all words after “(4)” and substitute — 

as soon as is reasonably practicable 
Amendments put and passed. 
Clause, as amended, put and passed. 
Title put and passed. 
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As to Third Reading 
MS A.J.G. MacTIERNAN (Armadale — Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [10.40 am]: I seek 
leave for the bill to be read a third time. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr G. Woodhams): The bill has been amended, so the minister will need to 
postpone the third reading until the next sitting date. 
Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Can I not seek leave to have it read a third time? 
The ACTING SPEAKER: The minister needs to move that the third reading be made an order of the day for 
the next sitting of the house. 
Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: Is it not possible, given that it was an amendment — 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Given that the bill has been amended, we cannot do that on this sitting day. You will 
have to either move that it be read on the next sitting day, or suspend standing orders to enable that to happen. 
Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN: I will move to suspend standing orders. The government moved an amendment in 
order to satisfy a request from the member for Leschenault. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: If the minister wishes to suspend standing orders, she will have to have an absolute 
majority in the house. 
[Quorum formed.] 

Standing Orders Suspension — Motion 

MR J.C. KOBELKE (Balcatta — Leader of the House) [10.43 am] — without notice: I move — 

That so much of standing orders be suspended as to allow the Road Traffic (Administration) Bill 2007 
to be read a third time. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe) [10.43 am]: The opposition will agree to this in the spirit of Easter. However, I 
have been watching the monitor and I have seen the minister berating the member for Murray on every aspect of 
this legislation. Instead of handling it in a professional way, she has argued the point and criticised the member. 
Now the minister has come in with an amendment that does not appear on the notice paper and of which no copy 
was provided to the opposition. The minister wants the bill to go through straightaway, and as it is a fairly minor 
issue, the opposition will not be silly about it. We will agree to the suspension so that the bill can be read a third 
time, but I remind the minister that this cuts both ways. She should not sit there and berate the member for 
Murray, who is handling probably the first major package of legislation of his career and doing a damn good job, 
in my observation. The minister should be a bit gracious in the same way that the opposition is being gracious. In 
the spirit of Easter, we will agree to the suspension. 
MS A.J.G. MacTIERNAN (Armadale — Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [10.44 am]: Just to 
correct the record, the amendment on the notice paper was in fact an amendment designed to address a concern 
of the member for Leschenault. 
Question put and passed with an absolute majority. 

Third Reading 
Bill read a third time, on motion by Ms A.J.G. MacTiernan (Minister for Planning and Infrastructure), and 
transmitted to the Council. 
 


